Master Programmes in
Environmental Science
focusing on Atmosphere, Biogeosphere and Climate
and Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry

Welcome to Stockholm University
Stockholm University is launching two new Master Programmes in
Environmental Science focusing on Atmosphere, Bio-geosphere and Climate
and Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry starting autumn 2019.
As a student you will acquire a solid education in natural science with strong
environmental relevance, an understanding of the societal aspects of
environmental issues, and learn about the tools you have at your disposal to
work on environmental problems in a scientific manner.
Stockholm University, in the capital of Sweden, is characterised by openness,
innovation and collaboration. Ranked among the world’s top 100 universities,
Stockholm University is one of Europe's leading centres for higher education
and research in human science and science. We are ranked third in the world
of universities with environmental research of the greatest impact (Times
Higher Education, 2016) and ranked in top 5 in the world in the subject area
“Environmental Science and Engineering” by the Shanghai Ranking (2016)
Currently, the university has 33,000 students and 1,600 doctoral students.
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Atmosphere, Biogeosphere and Climate (ES-ABC)

Our ES-ABC programme empowers you with the perspective of the grand
challenges that our society faces, such as air and water quality, and climate
change, and prepares you to contribute to their solutions.
You will gain a fundamental knowledge of the composition and functioning of
the environmental compartments: the atmosphere – freshwater and ocean –
and land systems, exchanges and interaction processes between these spheres.
We study sources, transport and
health effects of air pollutants.
You will learn of the man-made
climate changes from greenhouse
gases and aerosols, how these are
measured and modelled, and how
the model results play a role in
international negotiations to limit
emissions and climate change.

Environmental Toxicology and
Chemistry
(ES-ETC)

The ES-ETC programme focuses on
the journey and effects of
contaminants. You will learn new
tools and methods for assessing the environmental fate of chemicals, how to
take samples and analyze trace quantities of chemicals in various
environmental compartments.
You will learn how exposure to chemicals can lead to adverse responses in
living organisms through toxicological mechanisms-of-action, and gain
valuable knowledge about new tools available for toxicological research
today.
You will get insight into the major European and international regulatory
systems and become familiar with criteria and agreements that are designed to
keep human and environmental exposures to a minimum.

A Master’s degree in Environmental Science from Stockholm
University will open many doors and prepares you for future
challenges and a stimulating career in environmental
management and consulting in private or governmental sectors
or for a successful Ph.D. education and research career,
anywhere in the world.
Apply before January 15th 2019 on
www.universityadmissions.se
For more information www.aces.su.se/education/mastersprogram/environmental-science/
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